
Total Number of Activities = 24

Subject

After School Clubs

Assemblies

Circle Time

Class Projects

Competitions

Homesteading

Homework Project

In School Visit

Lessons

Open Classrooms

Parent Association

Plays & Performances

REAL Projects

Sports Events

Staff Training/CPD

Student Council

Themed Days/Weeks

Trips & Excursions

CULTURAL:Exploring, 
understanding and 
respecting diversity 

All

04 05 05 06 

All

All 03 

CULTURAL:Participating and 
responding to cultural 
activities 

All

03 04 04 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 05 06 SEN

All

05 

All 03 

CULTURAL:Preparing for life in 
modern Britain 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

All 03 

CULTURAL:Understanding and 
appreciating personal influences 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

All 03 

Subject

After School Clubs

Assemblies

Circle Time

Class Projects

Competitions

Homesteading

Homework Project

MORAL:Developing and 
expressing personal views or 
values 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

MORAL:Investigating moral 
values and ethical issues 

All

03 04 05 05 06 06 

MORAL:Moral codes and 
models of moral virtue 

All

03 04 04 05 05 06 06 

MORAL:Recognising right 
and wrong and applying it 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 06 06 SEN



Subject

In School Visit

Lessons

Open Classrooms

Parent Association

Plays & Performances

REAL Projects

Sports Events

Staff Training/CPD

Student Council

Themed Days/Weeks

Trips & Excursions

MORAL:Developing and 
expressing personal views or 
values 

04 04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

03 

MORAL:Investigating moral 
values and ethical issues 

04 05 05 SEN

All

04 05 

MORAL:Moral codes and 
models of moral virtue 

04 05 05 SEN

All

05 

All

MORAL:Recognising right 
and wrong and applying it 

05 05 SEN

All

04 05 

03 

Subject

After School Clubs

Assemblies

Circle Time

Class Projects

Competitions

Homesteading

Homework Project

In School Visit

Lessons

Open Classrooms

Parent Association

Plays & Performances

REAL Projects

Sports Events

Staff Training/CPD

MORAL:Understanding the 
consequences of actions 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

SOCIAL:Developing personal 
qualities and using social skills  

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

SOCIAL:Participating, 
cooperating and resolving 
conflicts 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

SOCIAL:Understanding how 
communities and societies 
function 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 04 05 05 SEN

All

04 05 



Subject

Student Council

Themed Days/Weeks

Trips & Excursions

MORAL:Understanding the 
consequences of actions 

All 03 

SOCIAL:Developing personal 
qualities and using social skills  

All 03 

SOCIAL:Participating, 
cooperating and resolving 
conflicts 

All 03 

SOCIAL:Understanding how 
communities and societies 
function 

All 03 

Subject

After School Clubs

Assemblies

Circle Time

Class Projects

Competitions

Homesteading

Homework Project

In School Visit

Lessons

Open Classrooms

Parent Association

Plays & Performances

REAL Projects

Sports Events

Staff Training/CPD

Student Council

Themed Days/Weeks

Trips & Excursions

SPIRITUAL:Developing 
personal values and beliefs 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

All 03 

SPIRITUAL:Experiencing 
fascination, awe and wonder 

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 06 

All

04 05 05 

03 

SPIRITUAL:Exploring the 
values and beliefs of others 

All

04 05 

All

05 

All 03 

SPIRITUAL:Understanding 
human feelings and emotions 

All

03 04 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 

All 03 



Subject

After School Clubs

Assemblies

Circle Time

Class Projects

Competitions

Homesteading

Homework Project

In School Visit

Lessons

Open Classrooms

Parent Association

Plays & Performances

REAL Projects

Sports Events

Staff Training/CPD

Student Council

Themed Days/Weeks

Trips & Excursions

SPIRITUAL:Using 
imagination and creativity in 
learning 

All

03 04 05 05 05 05 05 06 06 SEN

04 05 05 06 SEN

All

04 05 05 

All 03 



Subject: Circle Time
Group: All
Title: Thrive session with KS
Description: KS working with one of her Thrive groups

 

Attachments: 20201203_145551622_iOS.jpg
Date: 09/12/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes
and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Lessons
Group: 04 - Year 04
Title: Thrive
Description: Phoenix class writng positive qualities of their classmates as part of their Thrive sessions.
Date: 18/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,



MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating,
cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal
values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions

 

Subject: Lessons
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: We are Wensum
Description: Year 5 exploring the whole school values of honesty, kindness and respect, as well as devloping personal 'Thrive' qualities
necessary for a happy and healthy life.

 

Attachments: IMG_1165.JPG
Date: 10/09/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and
wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,



SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Lessons
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Marshmallow maths
Description: A group construction activity using marshmallows and spaghetti, covering Thrive values of team work, sharing and turn taking.
Part of the We are Wensum week focusing on our whole school values of Honesty, Kindness and respect.

 

Attachments: IMG_1189.JPG
Date: 09/09/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes
and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Lessons
Group: 06 - Year 06
Title: Music



Description: Dragon class making musical instrument with Duda [Samba Band leader]
Attachments: cooperation  in instrument making y6.jfif
Date: 10/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing
personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal
values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions,
SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Parent Association
Group: All
Title: Student Council
Description: Following Norwich 2040 vision statement weekly council meetings chaired by Deputy head, minuted by member of stafff from
'communications' TLC. Council memebers changed every 6 weeks.

 

Date: 06/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes
and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions,
SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts,
SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,



SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Student Council
Group: All
Title: A Strong Voice for Young People
Description: As part of the Norwich 2040 vision regular meetings held to address student/school issues.
Date: 13/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Moral
codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Student Council
Group: 03 - Year 03
Title: A strong Voice for Young People
Description: Ellie Mae and Alissa feed back to the rest of Unicorn Class, and collect ideas for the nex meeting.

 

Date: 13/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity, CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural
activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,



MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it,
MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating,
cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal
values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others,
SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 03 - Year 03
Title: Griffin Class
Description: Yr 4 children taking their turn to look after the rabbits. [cleaning hutch and replenishing water]
Date: 26/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and
wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 04 - Year 04
Title: Homesteading
Description: Phoenix class enjoying roasting apples as part of forest schools
Attachments: phoenix eating roasted apples.jfif
Date: 17/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the
consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 04 - Year 04
Title: Gardening
Description: Yr 4 helping to clear the polytunnel in preparation for Winter planting

 



Date: 04/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and
wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Gardening
Description: Feeding veg beds with manure - feed before the Winter
Date: 26/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Understanding the
consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading



Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Gardening
Description: Pixie and Pegasus Classes digging in compost.
Date: 11/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the
consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 06 - Year 06
Title: Forest Schools
Description: Sphinx class cooking on an open fire, and getting compost for vegetable beds.
Attachments: compost yr 6.jfif
Date: 12/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and
wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 06 - Year 06
Title: Gardening
Description: Year 6 preparing beds for Winter planting

 



Date: 03/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and
wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: SEN - Special Needs
Title: Gardening
Description: Pokemon Class feeding the soil with organic comp[ost
Date: 18/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal
qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and
societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder,
SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Lessons
Group: SEN - Special Needs



Title: Thrive
Description: Pokemon Class enjoying a thrive session of games and turn taking. John taking Wiggie for a walk
Attachments: thrive game playing.jfif
Date: 10/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Recognising right and
wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills,
SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using
imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: REAL Projects
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Yeti Class Working as Scientists
Description: Yeti class WaS working wall showing the scientific process of WaS leading to legacy outcome
Attachments: Kloss WaS.jfif
Date: 23/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities, CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain,
CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences, MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values,
MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Understanding the
consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving
conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Homesteading
Description: Forest Schools  - making mint tea on the fire
Date: 26/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it,
MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating,
cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal
values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions,
SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading



Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Forest Schools
Description: Pixie Class making animal habitats

 

Date: 05/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Recognising
right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: Homesteading
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: Phoenix Class Eco-Systems
Description: Year 5  auduted the eco systems around the school as part of their Forest Schools
Attachments: school ecosystem services.docx
Date: 08/10/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing
personal qualities and using social skills, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe
and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 



Subject: Lessons
Group: 04 - Year 04
Title: Phoenix Class Thrive
Description: Year 4 following up work on the worry monster with suggestions for overcoming worriesx.
Attachments: tash worry monsters 1.jfif
Date: 24/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Moral codes
and models of moral virtue, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social
skills, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs,
SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: REAL Projects
Group: 04 - Year 04
Title: Phoenix Class Working as Scientists
Description: Phoenix class surveying the biodiversity  in the school grounds in preparation for imroving these. [legacy  outcome]
Attachments: tash was.PNG
Date: 24/11/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues, MORAL:Recognising
right and wrong and applying it, MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using
social skills, SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts, SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function,
SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder, SPIRITUAL:Understanding
human feelings and emotions, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

Subject: REAL Projects
Group: 05 - Year 05
Title: We are Scientists
Description: Year five romance event for WaS 

 



Attachments: IMG_1393.JPG
Date: 16/09/2020
Selected Criteria: CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain, CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences,
MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values, MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it,
MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions, SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills, SOCIAL:Participating,
cooperating and resolving conflicts, SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs, SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and
wonder, SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 



Criteria Covered by Groups
 

All:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues
   MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder
   SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions
   SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

03 - Year 03:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues
   MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder
   SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions
   SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

04 - Year 04:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues
   MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions



   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder
   SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions
   SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

05 - Year 05:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues
   MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder
   SPIRITUAL:Exploring the values and beliefs of others
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions
   SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

06 - Year 06:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Exploring, understanding and respecting diversity
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values
   MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues
   MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions
   SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning

 

SEN - Special Needs:
SMSC
   CULTURAL:Participating and responding to cultural activities
   CULTURAL:Preparing for life in modern Britain
   CULTURAL:Understanding and appreciating personal influences
   MORAL:Developing and expressing personal views or values



   MORAL:Investigating moral values and ethical issues
   MORAL:Moral codes and models of moral virtue
   MORAL:Recognising right and wrong and applying it
   MORAL:Understanding the consequences of actions
   SOCIAL:Developing personal qualities and using social skills 
   SOCIAL:Participating, cooperating and resolving conflicts
   SOCIAL:Understanding how communities and societies function
   SPIRITUAL:Developing personal values and beliefs
   SPIRITUAL:Experiencing fascination, awe and wonder
   SPIRITUAL:Understanding human feelings and emotions
   SPIRITUAL:Using imagination and creativity in learning


